Troubleshooting
Poor Vacuum
Performance

START

Is the dirt receptacle full?

Yes a lot
Disconnect the tubing system
of air
Does air come out of the motor
from the power unit, block the power
exhaust when all the inlet valves are
unit intake and turn the unit on. Does
closed and the system is sealed?
air come out of the motor exhaust?
Yes a lot
of air

Yes

No, very
little air.

No, very
little air

Check power unit for
leaks:
-Intake Gasket
-Body Gasket

Turn the power unit
on and suck a small
numbered piece of
paper towel through
each valve. Leave valve
door open enough to
suck each piece of
paper to unit.

The hole creating the
leak is either too large to
make a hissing sound or
the hissing sound is too
muffled to hear it. In this
case check all inlet valves
and exposed tubing.

Yes

No

Check the power unit sealed
vacuum level with a vacuum gauge.
Is the vacuum level good?
No

Measure the voltage at the
receptacle where the power unit is
plugged in. Is the proper voltage being
supplied to the power unit?

The motor is bad.
Repair or replace as needed.

The hose has a clog.

Did all numbered pieces
make it back to the
unit?

If inlet valves are fine,
and no other solution is
found. Then it is likely
piping system needs
replacement.

Yes

Check for plugged
filter

1. Reverse suction on
the hose using utility
valve.
2. Run an electricians
tape or garden hose
through the vacuum
hose to dislodge.

Yes

No

Possible reasons for leak:
-Faulty Inlet valve
gaskets or valves.
-Dry wall nail or screw
has punctured tubing.
-Tubing and or fittings not
glued.
-Tubing has cracked.

Low Air Flow

Plug hose into
utility valve and turn
on unit
No
Does the hose have
good air flow?

Can you hear a hissing sound emitting
from any part of the tubing system?

Determine where the
hissing sound is coming
from and repair the leak.

With the unit turned on, Does the
utility valve beside the unit have high
air flow or low air flow?

High Air Flow

Connect the tubing
system to the power unit.
Close all the inlet valves
so the system is sealed.
Turn on the power unit
and trace the tubing
system back to each inlet.
Listen for a hissing sound

Yes

Empty dirt receptacle

Yes

Make sure the power of the unit
is suitable for the size of home and
number of inlets installed.

Remove the clog by reversing
vacuum at the nearest valve where
the number paper towel did not pass.
-Run an electrician tape through the
system
-Put hose in, plug end to build
pressure, then suddenly release. Try
this a multiple times from various
valves.

No
Call an electrician to look into voltage
problem.

Dealing With Blockages and Reduced Air Flow in a Cana-Vac System:
A. Reverse vacuum from various valves (This usually works)
B. Isolate where the blockage is by vacuuming numbered paper towels through each valve.
C. Blockages usually occur at a “T” or “Wye” intersection. Check to make sure they are not installed incorrectly creating
gravity drops.
D. Run an electricians tape through the system.
E. Build pressure by blocking hose then suddenly releasing it for a sudden burst of air.
F. Inspect filter for damage. Make sure filter is not plugged.
G. Make sure all fittings and pipe are glued properly.
H. Make sure unit cannister is secure and empty of debris.
I. Check all accessories, wands, power brushes and hoses for possible blockages. If blockage is in a hose reverse
vacuum on the hose or uses a electricians tape to remove blockage.

Troubleshooting
Cana-Vac
Electrical Problems

START

Disconnect Low Voltage Wiring.
Make sure power unit is plugged in.

Does the power unit turn on when you
use the manual switch?

No

Yes

Yes

Does unit still run with manual switch
“Off”?
Yes

Is the control module and motor wired
correctly?
No

Try appliance in another electrical
outlet. Does it work?

No

Yes

Connect Wires

No
Bad Motor. Replace/Repair

Replace control module

Is green light on?

Yes

Call an electrician

No

Short the low voltage connector
by bridging the low voltage connection
Does the unit turn on and off?
No

Replace control module

Yes

Connect low voltage wires back to unit.
Does the unit turn on?

No
Electric System Is Fine

Yes

Yes

Are all hoses unplugged from valves?

Do all inlet valves work?
Low Voltage Wiring Problem

Yes

No

There is a short somewhere in
the low voltage system which is
causing the system to short.

No

Unplug hoses

